
            East Contra Costa County   
            (ECCC) congestion will     
            increase dramatically on  
            State Route 4 (SR-4) and  
            parallel roadways due to 
rapid growth and development in more rural areas to the 
east.

Although BART, bus, and rail service offer backbone 
transit options to ECCC residents, many communities 
remain underserved by public transit. 

79 percent of area residents drive to work on SR-4 which 
is a vital regional and interregional commute and trade 
corridor; and one of the most congested corridors in the 
Bay Area. 

Economic expansion is essential for this region and new 
micro transit solutions - which are financially sustainable 
through a public/private partnership - unlocks 
implementation of a real solution by 2025. 
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Public/Private Partnership (P3)
P3’s unlock the ability to accelerate deployment of 
practical and financially sustainable transportation 
solutions with private financing. 

first/last mile Connectivity
Dynamic Personal Micro Transit (DPMT) provides 
more accessibility by complementing fixed route 
transit and existing commuter railways to 
encourage mode shift, reduce congestion, and 
increase quality of life.

DELIVERING BY 2025
PROJECTS

Sustainable 
The system aligns 
with local, regional, 
state, and federal 
emission reduction 
goals.

Cost effective and Scalable
The system is a fraction of the cost by design 
because the footprint is much smaller, resulting in 
financially sustainable operational expenses, 
significantly reduced emissions, and quick and 
flexible implementation. 
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1
GoMentum Station 

Demonstration Project
 $10 million

2
Phase 1 Deployment 

$50-$150 million 
(scalable based on availiable funding)

3
Complete Network

$450 million

| |
*Carbon Equivalent emissions over a 30 year lifetime analysis with solar 
infrastructure: gCo2e PMT: DPMT: 37, LightRail: 224, Cars: 573 


